
MANHOLE COVERS POPPING!
© Ellie Goldberg, 2019

Manhole covers popping right before our eyes.
Gas fumes are common so it’s no surprise.

There’s gas under pressure under our streets.
No one's safe ignoring odiferous leaks.

We're all at risk from  fumes,  explosions and fires.
While delaying action on our climate crisis.

Gas is a scam. It makes our future look grim.
Our solutions are efficiencies, solar and wind.



TOXIC EXPOSURE ALERT for ENBRIDGE WORKERS
© Ellie Goldberg, 2019

Protect your lungs, protect your brain
Or your health will go down the drain.
From toxic releases in water and air
As you strip Weymouth Compressor site bare.

Don't stir up dust. Don't breathe it in. 
Think how your sickness will affect your kin.
When you get sick and start to die
you'll wish your job wasn't based on lies.

Don't spread the ash all over the place.
You should know that it’s all toxic waste.
Your boss obviously doesn't give a care
about toxic releases in water and air.

You need hazmat protection
And masks and gear 
And honest disclosures 
Of stuff you should fear. 
 
Your work creates cancer towns, 
cancer valleys and hills.
When you truck around arsenic 
You make more people ill.

Just like the bridge and schools and homes
You are in the incineration zone.
It may take a while to get to you
But you'll get sick before you're through.

 STOP THE COMPRESSOR STATION   #nocompressor.com



I DREAM OF STOPPING THE WEYMOUTH COMPRESSOR STATION
© Ellie Goldberg, 2019

no more pipelines
no more leaks
no more permits
no more stinks
no more poisons
no more stress
no more coal ash
no more mess
no more meetings
no more fears
no more hearings
no more tears

no more data
no more appeals
no more secrets
no more deal$
no more bad guys
no more cries
no more danger
no more lies

STOP THE COMPRESSOR STATION   #nocompressor.com



BEYOND GAS...
Three utility companies say they don't need the Weymouth Compressor Station… 

Pipelines leak, Pipelines spill.
Methane explodes. Explosions kill.

Compressors emit. Compressors spew.
They make a patient out of you.

Toxic Coal Ash. Toxic Air.
    Governor Baker doesn't care.

Revamping health care? Empty boast.
Healthy people $ave the most.

Gas isn't wanted. Gas isn't needed.
We can stop it. We can beat it.
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STOP THE COMPRESSOR STATION
#nocompressor.com



Calling BlackRock. Don't be a Fossil Fool.

Financing oil and fracking gas 
is killing sustainability.  
It past time for asset managers 
to take responsibility.
Divest from fossil fuels 
to stem your big losses. 
Close investment loopholes. 
Avoid bankrupt choices.
Don’t finance climate crimes. 
Take authentic measures.
Don’t make phony promises, 
puny steps and mini gestures.
Don’t let greenwashing 
cloud your thinking.
Don’t claim sustainability 
when pensions are sinking.
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*Environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) The three central measures of sustainability and ethical impact of an investment in a company or business.

Redesign your board 
and governance goals. 
Protect foundations, pensions 
and your soul.
Ethics and equity 
are safe indicators. 
Only clean energy 
will stall planet disaster.
Rely on climate science. 
Avoid dividend duds. 
ESG* goals 
are truly best for your funds.
Your conflicts of interest 
no longer have traction.
Your children are calling: 
Be a hero. Climate action!







We can Repurpose. We can Repair.
We can Trade. We can Share.

We can Compost. We can ReUse.
We can Simplify. We can Choose.

We can Stop Shopping. We can Stop Waste.
We can Re-imagine. We can Create.

We can Donate. We can Save.
The lighter we live. The less we crave.

We can cut excess. Not feed corporate greed.
It really feels great to shed stuff we don’t need.

WE CAN CURE CONSUMER DISEASE
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Did your roof cave in?
Did your gutters droop or fall?
Did the melt come inside?
And drizzle down the wall?

Did your pipes freeze and flood?
Did your driveway heave and crack?
Did your heating system fail?
Did shoveling break your back?

Did the sidewalks fill with snow?
Did branches bend or break?
Did power lines go down?
Did potholes spoil your day?
 

Winter, Newton 2015 & 2019

Do you love this new normal?
The extremes of heat and cold?
Do you have a backup plan
or a better place to go?

Support divestment now
to stop burning fossil fuel.
Then invest in cleaner power
for safer water, air and food.

Let's choose the wisest way
to quit carbon, risk and waste.
Trust efficiency, wind and solar
to conserve the human race.
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More

Act for a Healthy Tomorrow: A Valentine

Nursery Rhymes, Revised

http://healthy-kidsinfo.blogspot.com/p/act-for-healthy-tomorrow-valentine_24.html
http://healthy-kidsinfo.blogspot.com/p/nursery-rhymes-revised.html

